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Report on
NATIONAL CONSULTATION ON REHABILITATION OF BONDED LABOUR
2nd and 3rd December 2013
A two days National Consultation on “Economic Rehabilitation of Bonded labour” was conducted
by National Rural Livelihoods Mission, Ministry of Rural Development on 2nd and 3rd December, 2013
at Bhubaneswar, Odisha. The Consultation was jointly organised by Odisha Livelihoods Mission with
financial support from UNDP. Participants from the different Civil Society Organisations working on
the issue of Bonded Labour across the country and 6 SRLMs (Andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand, Odisha and Tamil Nadu) were present in the Consultation. The JS, Ministry of Labour and
Employment and senior officials from ILO also attended.
The rationale of NRLM getting involved in the issue of bonded Labour was discussed. Bonded Labour
is commonly considered as the persons trapped in ‘jajmani’ system but law defines that if a person is
denied right of choice in terms of employment, does not have the choice to move out of the job
because of various reasons like advance or loan, does not get the minimum wages for his employment
he/she qualifies as bonded labourer. In fact many of our migrating populations qualify as bonded
labour. Hence NRLM has taken up the issue of bonded labour in 6 states where there is significant
presence of organizations that have been working with migration and bonded labour and have the
experience of working either with people in bondage or at risk of bondage; or with those who have
come out and need rehabilitation. Ministry of Rural Development is committed to work in the six
states of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Odisha. Karnataka is also
requesting MoRD for intervention. If the CBO is highly evolved, as in Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu,
solutions could be found not only at the source but the destination as well which would then open
doors to extend to other destinations states like Maharashtra, Punjab etc.
ILO has been working on bonded labour over the last 10 years starting with rice mills and brick kilns
in Tamil Nadu. The Inter Ministerial Task Force on Bonded Labour recommended to diversify the
work to other states and in collaboration with MoLE, ILO extended its work to 6 states of Uttar
Pradesh, Odisha, Jharkhand, Chhatisgarh, Andhra Pradesh and Bihar.
Sri K.B Saxena, addressed the consultation and stated that Bonded labour system is a form of slavery
and has been increasing in India over time.
Initially bonded labour was a symbol of feudal agrarian system, but over the years it has become far
more entrenched in the globalized capitalist system. India has a much chartered history of bonded
labour since Rig Veda which has survived in the society through ages and expanded during zamindari
and colonial period.
He also highlighted some of the key reasons of existence of bonded labour i.e. Institutionalised caste
based inequalities, Skewed agrarian relationship structures (Land ownership), Unresponsive
governance structure, CSOs indifferent to the plight of the labourers. He added that the labour class is
fragmented, disorganised and powerless and no trade union is interested in organising this
unorganised sector.
He recommended four key strategies to eliminate bonded labour i.e. Preventive, Release,
Rehabilitation and Monitoring and discussed a series of activities that should be taken up by the
Ministry for the elimination of bonded labour:

1. Information collection from labour and contracting agencies –
a. first priority is child bondage because they don’t have the capacity to bear the
trauma; identify families forced to send child to work;
b. second priority to trafficking of young girls and women;
c. third priority to migrant labour;
d. fourth priority to bonded labourers within the villages
2. Release and rehabilitation of bonded labour
3. Enforcement of existing laws and policies
4. Convergence of programmes and schemes of the various ministries – engagement with the
District Magistrate who had been given the authority to act under the Bonded Labour Act was
crucial. A case was made for leveraging the might of the MoRD with the District Administration
in respect of MGNREGS for rehabilitaiton of bonded labour.
The second session of the day highlighted the experiences of different organisations like BBC Media
Action (awareness generation through community volunteers), Action Aid (land based rehabilitation
of tribal communities in Rajasthan), Aide et Action (convergence with MGNREGS and Mo Kudia – a
housing scheme of the Govt. of Odisha), International Justice Mission (psycho social rehabilitation and
care) and National Adivasi Solidarity Council (community owned brick kilns and NTFP interventions)
which was followed by testimonies by the rescued bonded labour. The challenges in tiding over the
gestation period – between rescue and release and access to entitlements and compensation came out
strongly during the discussions.
The second day of the consultation started with a key message from Additional Secretary, Ministry of
Rural Development, which was conveyed by Ms. Sarada Muraleedharan, Chief Operating Officer of
NRLM. The pilot projects for bonded labour need to follow certain basic principles and guidelines:






Special projects for IAY housing of bonded labour to be submitted by the States.
National Mission along with the State Mission should identify the CSOs working in the area for
interventions in the selected districts
A detailed action plan for livelihood and rehabilitation needed to be chalked out under
different schemes like MGNREGS at individual household/family level
Needs and potential of individual families are to be mapped and skill building programmes
designed for the youth of the family
Monitoring and Evaluation of the pilot projects would be jointly carried out by the Ministry of
Rural Development and the Ministry of Labour and Employment. An independent agency
would be identified to carry out the evaluation

Shri K.B Saxena gave some specific recommendations for action points:
1. Adopt an area specific approach instead of individual family approach which would have the
following advantages:
- Help in identifying and knowing the pattern of agencies taking children outside for
labour and also identify the contributing factors that lead to child labour
- Area approach will have larger impact on the community rather than on individual
families and will also create peer pressure on the family
2. Identify and address the distress conditions of the family and the contributing factors that
forces the family to provide child labour
3. Involve local Panchayat in an effective manner to abolish child labour in their area

4. As a prevention strategy to child labour, both food security and education of the child need to
be ensured
5. Converge withTribal Sub Plan, SC Sub Plan, Minority Development plan and the like
6. Successful pilot interventions should to be scaled up in larger areas and lead to larger policy
changes and actions.
Certain key action points that need to be taken up by NRLM are :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Partnership with civil society organisations
Collection of information on the chain of contractor agencies
Safeguard the interest of the Migrant labourers at the destination
Punitive action against the employers
Ensure accountability of the officials
Single window system to deliver rights and entitlements

The participants were divided into four groups for thematic discussion on Prevention, Rehabilitation,
Convergence and Child Labour. Each group presented concrete action points for the operational
framework.
A template was given to states and was instructed to devise their action plans for taking up the special
project in their states. Each state came out with their action plans and presented their strategies.
Some states requested to modify the existing guidelines of financial Inclusion w.r.t. SHGs of Bonded
Labourers and financial inclusion strategy for migrant labourers.
The activities which have to be done by NRLM immediately:


Adaptation in the norms for SHGs to address the needs of bonded labour.



The conditionalities and framework for exclusive SHGs for migratory families has to be
worked out.
Modalities for ensuring access to entitlements of at- risk and rescued individuals/ families
have to be laid down.
Nature of institutional mechanisms for engaging multiple partners has to be identified.
The bonded labour intervention is to be linked with on-going NRLM- MGNREGS integration.
NRLM- RSBY integration and NRLM- food security convergence need to be institutionalised.
The framework for bonded labour’s financial inclusion needs to be developed.
The institutional and convergence mechanisms at state, block, and district level, as laid out in
the AHT and PRI- CBO convergence pilots to be extended to bonded labour interventions as
well.
Multiple ministries need to come into play to ensure institutional linkages. Andhra Pradesh is
already ready to look at both source and destination- based interventions.
How portability of entitlements can be brought about through policy interventions needs to be
looked at.
Specific strategies to be looked at include gestation period interventions, bridge schools and
vocational training, and tracking system through smart cards.
Development of Standard Operating Procedures for rehabilitation of bonded labour to be
undertaken in collaboration with MoLE.
Capacity building of rescued bonded labourers to become community resource persons and
leaders to be undertaken.














Activities to be done by SRLMs:







State and district level consultations have to be organized and state resource pools for bonded
labour interventions will have to be built.
Areas for special project should be intensive and if it is not intensive, must be made so as the
institutional structure needs to come up simultaneously with the project.
Identification of credible NGOs who are working on the issue.
Resource teams should be formed at each level.
Proposals on bonded labour have to be submitted by January 15, 2014.

Mr. Rajeev Sadanandan, Joint Secretary, Ministry of Labour and Employment, Government of India
concluded the session with the following comments:





When the state- level proposals for bonded labour interventions are in place, a national level
advocacy-cum-orientation workshop for with Secretaries, Joint Secretaries, State Mission
Directors, Collectors, and CSOs will be organized so that the “decision makers” own the
project.
A software for the smart card will be worked upon so that every family has access to RSBY and
other entitlements.
Not all migrant labourers are bonded and hence separate inter- state migration projects will
also be looked at.

